
Had Better

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Besides, I don't see that it is anybody's business-and after this, on the
whole, it ____________________.
1.

(not/be)

It then occurred to me that I ____________________ my course by the
compass.
2.

(verify)

I thought over my position carefully and by the time the first sheet of my
letter to the Archdeacon was dry, I had arrived at the conclusion that I
_______________________ with it.

3.

(not/go on)

But-I think I _______________________ him home with me.4. (not/bring)

As for you, you __________________ your minds to governing your
kingdom properly.
5.

(give)

He who is unfortunate enough to be wounded by a poisoned arrow from
Macoushia ________________________ upon the common antidotes for a
cure.

6.

(not/depend)

You __________________ at night, for the neighbors believe he is lost,
and I couldn't be responsible for what they would do to anybody they saw
bringing him back.

7.

(come)

It was too cruel; but I ______________________ any more about it; and I
am sure, Miss Valerie, you must be anxious to be alone.
8.

(not/talk)

If we do kill, still there will be three against two; we ___________________
all the muskets.
9.

(carry)

But just then Mr. Cobb told Roy he ______________________ himself by
talking and so Chub had to wait to hear his chum's adventures.
10.

(not/tire)

Maybe you _____________________ Father read this.11. (not/let)

At last he thought he __________________ the king the whole story, and
let him decide the question.
12.

(tell)
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You _________________________ to pass in without paying, as the
toll-collector is an ex-prize-fighter; and the chances are, in a set-to, you would
come off second best.

13.

(not/attempt)

She asked him what had put it into his head to come there, for her son ate
everything he saw, and that he would shortly arrive quite mad, and that the
young man ______________________.

14.

(look out)

I have myself put forth on several occasions a radically pragmatist
account of knowledge, the existence of which account my critic probably does
not know of-so perhaps I _____________________ anything about
knowledge until he reads and attacks that.

15.

(not/say)

Why are our houses so full of things that one ______________________
at, things that, like the face of Salome, had better be seen in mirrors, and
things that must be forbidden to look at us?

16.

(not/look)

I think we __________________ my friend.17. (join)

Well, gentlemen, it seems to me that only Mexicans can make themselves
really at home in Mexico, and that other people _____________________ to
live there-if living is their object.

18.

(not/try)

In fact I shall sleep until they wake me up, and then I shall be very angry,
and tell them they ______________________ that game on Mr. Purley, as he
would be in a fury if his rest should be broken.

19.

(not/play)

You ________________ away, sir.20. (go)
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